Instrumental psychosis (S Ï vejkosis)
Professor Tyrer and his co-workers (January 2001 JRSM, pp. 22±25) highlight yet another facet of feigned psychosis, a topic that stretches back to Tudor times but which has been studied far more extensively in the United States than it has here. Thus the historical review by Geller et al. 1 has no fewer than three and a half pages of references. Psychiatrists have long realized the importance of the subject 2 and one psychologist went so far as to say`it is probably indefensible to render expert testimony regarding the likelihood of malingering without psychological test data bearing on this question' 3 . It would be interesting, therefore, to see how the tests in use in the United States compare with the authors' pseudopsychosis inventory.
The authors suggest that 2 out of a sample of 45 patients, 1 of whom had been admitted following disturbed behaviour and the other following actual violence, were cases of instrumental psychosis. This`label'ÐI am reluctant to call it a diagnosisÐmay have unfortunate consequences. The papers they quote show that these patients often do suffer from psychotic illnesses and in due course develop the typical features of these illnesses 4,5 . One consequence therefore is that care may be withdrawn from such a stigmatized patient, an outcome particularly likely in a service with a bed occupancy of over 100%. A more dangerous consequence can arise when a violent offender is convicted, admitted on a hospital order and then claims that his symptoms are feigned. The consultant or the mental health review tribunal may take him at his word and he is discharged with no supervision. The public is then at risk and it is dif®cult to see what can be done about it. Ïek's novel is a typical Eastern European allegory in that it sets the individual against the context of a malign state, demonstrating that apparent insanity (or absurdity) may be one of the few permitted methods of protest and survival in a world gone mad. S Ï vejk's odd behaviour is not always immediately advantageous, but is consistent enough to enable him to outlive many of his`normal' compatriots. The Czechs, with their history of repeated invasion, occupation and annexation, understand Has Ïek's message very well. They regard S Ï vejk as a hero, and often refer to themselves with pride as a`S Ï vejk nation'.
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The Good Soldier S Ï vejk is not`a psychotic dimwitted soldier who was always getting admitted to mental hospital', as Professor Tyrer and colleagues state. S Ï vejk, the antihero of Jaroslav Has Ïek's wonderful un®nished novel 1 , is neither psychotic nor dimwitted. Rather he is an example of that long established phenomenon the`holy fool'. As Has Ïek's translator Cecil Parrott points out, S Ï vejk's character is complex and contains many of Has Ïek's own anarchistic traits. S Ï vejk is not a fool though he may chose to appear one; his literacy vocabulary is rich and his knowledge is wide. Although S Ï vejk pretends to agree with those he deals with, particularly the powerful, what he says and does is always ironical. For example, shortly after the assassination of the Archduke Ferdinand in 1914 S Ï vejk is admitted to a mental hospital on the order of an early court assessment and diversion scheme. The medical experts certify`the complete mental feebleness and congenital idiocy of Josef S Ï vejk, who appeared before the aforesaid commission and expressed himself in terms such as:``Long live our Emperor Franz Josef I'', which utterance is suf®cient to illuminate the state of mind of Josef S Ï vejk as that of a patent imbecile'.
About life in the lunatic asylum S Ï vejk is eulogistic:`You can crawl naked on the¯oor, howl like a jackal, rage and bite. If anyone did that on the promenade people would be astonished, but there it's the common or garden thing to do. There's a freedom there which not even Socialists have ever dreamed of.' On his return to police custody, the true nature of his patriotic fervour is belatedly recognized.
I am sure that S Ï vejk would be greatly amused at becoming an eponym but I cannot match his ironical comments on this elevation. All psychiatrists should read 
